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Effect of silica aerosils on the nematic to isotropic transition: A theoretical treatment
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The effect of silica aerosils on a first-order nematic-isotropic~NI! transition temperature shiftDTNI(rs) and
on the enthalpy jumpDH(rs) is phenomenologically described in the framework of the Landau–de Gennes
theory. It is shown that the aerosil network dispersed in the liquid crystal phase creates an additional curvature
perturbation, resulting in linear and nonlinear slopes both in the transition temperature shiftDTNI(rs)5

2TNI(0)ars and in the enthalpy jumpDH(rs)5
1
4 DH(0)(11A12krs)

2(12ars), wherers is the aerosil
density, and botha andk are constants of the theory. In the lowrs(<0.2 g/cm3) regime, both the calculated
and the measured values ofDH(rs) for polar liquid crystals, such as 4-n-octyl-48-cyanobiphenyl~8CB! and 4-
n-heptyl-48-cyanobiphenyl~7CB! show a good agreement between theory and experiment. The comparisons
between the calculated and measured values ofDTNI(rs), in the low-rs regime, show a better agreement in the
7CB1aerosil than in the 8CB1aerosil systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years a great deal of attention has b
focused on the problem of the phase behavior of liquid cr
tals ~LCs! confined in randomly interconnected porous m
dia, such as aerosils@1–7#. This attention resulted in severa
calorimetric @1–3#, photopyroelectric@5#, NMR @6#, high-
resolutionx-ray diffraction @4#, and dielectric spectroscop
@7# investigations of the nematic-isotropic~NI! and smectic
A-nematic phase transitions in LC1aerosil samples. Aerosi
systems are particularly attractive since random disorde
introduced in a controlled fashion. These dispersions con
ing in most cases of hydrophilic aerosil particles@small
quartz spheres with radiusRs;3.5 nm and surface areaS
;300 m2/g ~type 300@8#!# with hydroxyl groups covering
their surfaces are suitable to study quenched disorder ef
on LC environment. For instance, these particles can fo
due to hydrogen bonding, a network in the host LC pha
The hydroxyl groups on the surface and the polar nature
the LC environment yield a homeotropic LC alignment at t
silica surfaces, while the director fieldn(r ) in the void vol-
ume is parallel to the silica strands. In addition to introduc
a random distribution of surfaces, the LC-surface interact
results in two primary effects altering the orientational ord
ing. First, there is surface-induced order that decays w
distance far from the surface and yields a local ordering. T
magnitude of this disturbing effect is fixed by the intrins
properties of the surface and LC phase, which induces
additional long-range interaction of dipolar or quadrupo
type, depending on the symmetry of the director configu
tion n(r ) around a single silica particle@9#. Second, there is
elastic strain arising from competing surface interactio
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whose magnitude is likely to increase with silica densityrs
5ms /VLC5(ms /mLC)rLC5FrLC , where ms , mLC , and
VLC are the mass of aerosils, the mass and the volume o
LC, respectively. On increasing the aerosil particle conc
tration rs ~or F), the degree of disordering enforced on
host LC phase can be relatively well controlled, and the
ganization of aerosil particles undergoes two qualitativ
different regimes@2,3,5,7#. Below rs,0.05 g/cm3 a gel-like
aerosil structure is formed~labeled as ‘‘soft’’!, meaning that
the bonds among the hydrophilic aerosil particles can ea
break, allowing a rearrangement of the particles to form
network in which the elastic strain imposed by the surrou
LC phase is minimized. In this regime, a rapidDTNI(rs)
5TNI(rs)2TNI(0) shift to lower temperature is observe
both from calorimetric@2,3# and dielectric spectroscopy@7#
studies. In the high-rs (.0.1 g/cm3) regime, the gel is
‘‘stiff’’ or rigid, having similarities with the aerogel system
@10#, which is dominated by quenched elastic-strain sme
ing effects that destroy long-range order, and the resid
order is a quasi-long-range order@11#. In this regime, the
decrease of the transition temperature shiftDTNI(rs) shows
a complicated behavior as a function ofrs . So, such disper-
sions are suitable for testing existing and future theoret
models.

The three related theories to consider at the present
ment for dealing with the density dependence of the fir
order NI transition enthalpyDH(rs) are a pinned-boundary
layer ~PBL! @2#, a random-field~RF! @2#, and a surface-
induced order~SIO! @2,12# model. In the first two models
~PBL and RF! one assumes that a fraction of the LC mo
ecules anchored by the silica surfacep(;rs) is quenched
and does not participate in any ordering transition. Moreov
for the PBL model, the orientational anchoring at the sili
surface is so strong that only the LC material in the bound
layer is quenched, whereas the remaining LC behaves
pure bulk material. Consequently, the transition entha
DH(rs) given by the PBL model is proportional t
DH(0)(12rs), while the transition temperatureTNI(rs) re-
mains unaltered. For the RF model, the quenched LC is s
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ply distributed randomly in space leading to an additio
reduction of the average order in the remaining material
fecting the latent heat of the NI transition. Although the R
model predicts a somewhat weaker decrease inDH(rs) than
the PBL model, both models suffer from the same diffic
ties: the decrease of theDH(rs) follows a behavior which is
not observed experimentally@3#. Also, the transition tem-
perature shift is zero for the PBL model, while the RF mod
predicts a far too rapid NI transition temperature decre
with increasingrs than observed forrs.0.1 g/cm3 @3#.
Thus, neither the PBL nor the RF model provides us a ph
cally reasonable description of aerosil perturbations on
NI phase transition enthalpy. The difficulties of these tw
models have been particularly avoided in the third S
model, based on surface-induced order that converts the
tropic phase into a paranematic phase at the aerosil surfa
This model does not suppose a nonordering, quenched
tion of the LC, but gives an expression for the latent h
decrease, which involves a number of adjustable parame
So, the problem of predicting the influence ofrs on LC
phase behavior in the vicinity of the NI phase transition is
from being trivial, and more realistic theoretical treatme
which can elucidate the role of the quantitative changes
the aerosil arrangement on the LC environment are need

II. THEORETICAL TREATMENT

To understand the effect of the aerosil network on the
transition temperature shiftDT(rs) as well as on the NI
latent heatDH(rs) in such system, it is necessary to fir
consider how the disorder disrupts the orientationally
dered nematic phase. Let us consider the behavior of a
tem of small spherical particles dispersed in the LC ph
undergoing a direct NI transition on cooling. That transiti
is weakly first order, so the latent heatDH(rs) and the jump
of the order parameterDQ„T(rs)… are small at the NI tran-
sition. The full free energy of the LC1aerosils system clos
to the NI transition can be written as the sum of t
Landau–de Gennes free energyFn , the Frank curvature
elastic energyFel due to a system of small spherical particl
dispersed in the LC phase, and a contribution due to a sys
of hard spheresFs . The aerosil network dilutes (F!1) the
nematogens and additionally creates a curvature perturba
in the nematic phase. Taking into account that the orien
tional symmetry is broken in the vicinity of the silica surfac
a closed inner silica surface creates a topological mism
between the director fieldn(r ) on the particle surface and th
uniform director at large distances away from it. This m
match leads to topological defects, i.e., regions where the
order and the continuityn(r ) break down@9#. So, a strong
director anchoring on the particle surfaces gives an a
tional curvature elastic energy in the LC microconfined
such interfaces and should have a profound effect on
whole process of phase ordering. The latter effect is the m
important and contributes to the total free energy as

Fel5
F

2 S K(
i j

E d3r ] inj] inj2WE dS~n•n0!2D , ~1!
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where the integrals are over the volumeVLC of the nematic
LC and the surfaceS of silica spherical particle, respectively
i , j 5x,y,z; ni is the i th component of the director,] i
5]/]xi , K5K15K25K3 is the isotropic elastic constan
~one-constant approximation!, n0 is the surface director ori-
entation, to be normal to the surface of the spherical parti
andW is the anchoring energy on the aerosil particle surfa
According to the experimental data for elastic coefficie
Ki ( i 51,2,3), determined by the Freedericksz transiti
method @13#, the values of these coefficients are appro
mately equal in the vicinity of NI phase transition, at lea
for cyanobiphenyls, and that approximation seems quite re
sonable. The system of hard spheres has been extens
studied using computer methods, and the numerical res
are described quite well, at small concentrations of the v
ume fraction of particlesF,F* (;0.5), by the free energy
of the following form @14#:

Fs5kBTS F lnF1F2
423F

~12F!2D , ~2!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant andT is the temperature
The phase transition from the isotropic to the nematic
phenomenologically described in terms of the Landau–
Gennes theory as@15#

f n5 1
2 a0@T2TNI~0!#Q22 1

3 bQ31 1
4 cQ4, ~3!

wheref n5Fn /vs is the Landau–de Gennes free energy d
sity per particle volume,Q is the order parameter atTNI(0),
anda0 , b, andc are the positive constants.

In order to calculate the deformation energy created
the spherical particles in the host LC phase, one needs
director field n(r ) around these particles. Generally, th
problem cannot be resolved analytically, because it is
highly nonlinear problem in a complex geometry. Howev
in the case of ‘‘weak’’ (W<1025 J/m2) or ‘‘strong’’
~‘‘rigid’’ ! (W>1024 J/m2) anchoring on the particle surfac
the problem can be linearized, and an exact analytical s
tion is possible and the energy of deformation, created by
spherical particles, can be written in the following form@9#:

Fel5a iFQNI
2 ~rs!, ~4!

where

a i5H 0.2 ~W2Rs
3/K !, i 51 ~weak anchoring!

6.7 ~Ka6/Rs
5!, i 52 ~rigid anchoring!.

Here a is the disclination ring size, which in the case
radial hedgehog~rigid anchoring! attains a valuea'1.25Rs
(Rs is the radius of the spherical particle!, showing that the
hyperbolic hedgehog sits close to the spherical particle.

It should be pointed out that the dimensionless param
l5WRs /K which controls the outcome of the nonunifor
distortion of n(r ) around a single spherical particle can
large or small, and the exact solution for the angleu(r ) of
the director deviation from the uniform directionn0
can be obtained in terms of multipole expansion@16# u(r )
4-2
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5(l/4)(Rs /r )3sin 2b (l!1 or weak anchoring! or u(r )5b
2 1

2 tan21@r 3sin 2b/(r3cos 2b1a3)t# (l@1 or strong anchor-
ing!, whereb and r are the polar angle and position of th
spherical coordinate system, respectively. In both situati
the far field behavior of the director is identical and d
scribed by the cubic power decay of deformations. The c
vention of weak anchoring usually corresponds to valuesW
<1025 J/m2, whereas the strong anchoring usually cor
sponds to valuesW>1024 J/m2.

This makes an addition to the Landau–de Gennes
energy densityFn describing the nematic transition to b
proportional toa iFQNI

2 /vs , wherevs5
4
3 pRs

3 is the particle
volume. The full free energy density of LC1aerosils then
takes the dimensionless form

f tot
(n)5 1

2 a0@T2TNI~rs!#QNI
2 2 1

3 bQNI
3 1 1

4 cQNI
4 1 f s , ~5!

where

TNI~rs!5TNI~0!~12ā irs! ~6!

gives the transition temperature shift due to aerosils,

QNI~rs!5
b

4c
„11$12@4a0TNI~0!c/b2#ā irs%

1/2
…, ~7!

is the equilibrium order parameter of the nematic1aerosils
system at the NI transition temperature,ā i
5a i /@vsa0TNI(0)rLC#, and f s5Fs /vs .

The difference in entropy density between the nema
phase (f tot

(n)) and the isotropic phase (f tot
( i ) ) at TNI(rs) is given

by

DS52
]~ f tot

(n)2 f tot
( i ) !

]T T5TNI(rs)
5

1

2
a0QNI

2 ~rs!. ~8!

This means that the latent heat per unit volume,DH(rs), is
given by

DH~rs!5 1
2 a0 QNI

2 ~rs!TNI~rs!. ~9!

Combining Eqs.~6! and ~7! with Eq. ~9! yields the NI tran-
sition enthalpy jump

DH~rs!5
DH~0!

4 F11A12
4ca i

b2vsrLC

rsG 2

~12ā irs!.

~10!

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

Recently, several high-resolution calorimetric investig
tions of differentcyanobiphenylsLC1aerosil systems hav
been conducted@2,3#. So, the NI transition enthalpy jum
DH(rs) in the pure 4-n-octyl-48-cyanobiphenyl~8CB! and
4-n-heptyl-48-cyanobiphenyl~7CB! have been found to be
DH(0);2070 J/kg, for 7CB andDH(0);2091 J/kg, for
8CB. Having obtained the values of theTNI(0) to be equal to
313.8 K and 315.8 K, for 8CB and 7CB@17#, and the data for
QNI , to be equal to;0.27 and;0.29, derived from polar-
01170
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ized laser Raman scattering@18#, one can calculate, using Eq
~9!, the phenomenological coefficienta0 and the ratio of the
coefficientsb andc; a0;183104 J/Km3 andb/c;0.546 for
8CB, anda0;153104 J/Km3 and b/c;0.591 for 7CB. In
both these cases the density of the LC compounds has
fixed to the value;103 kg/m3. In order to calculate the
separate values ofb andc, one can use the interval betwee
the NI transition temperatureTNI(0) and the critical tem-
peratureT* (0), which can be determined by extrapolatin
the inverse intensity of the scattering light in the isotrop
phase. In the case of cyanobiphenyls, this interval
;1 K @19#, so TNI(0)2T* (0)52b2/(9ca0) gives
b;1.483106 J/m3, for 8CB and b;1.143106 J/m3 for
7CB.

The values ofDTNI(rs) and DH(rs), in the case of
strong anchoring for both cyanobiphenyl molecules on
particle surfaces, whena i5a2, as a function of aerosil den
sity rs are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. It is found that t

FIG. 1. Aerosil densityrs dependence of the NI transition tem
perature shiftDTNI(rs) calculated using Eq.~6! @or Eq. ~12!# for
hydrophilic aerosils~diameter 7 nm! with 8CB ~open circles! and
with 7CB ~open squares!, and measured values for 8CB~solid
circles, Ref.@2#!, and for 7CB~solid squares, Ref.@7#, and dia-
monds, Ref.@3#!.

FIG. 2. Hydrophilic aerosil~diameter 7 nm! densityrs depen-
dence of the NI transition enthalpyDH(rs) calculated using Eq.
~10! for 8CB ~open circles! and 7CB~open squares!, and measured
values for 8CB~solid circles, Ref.@2#! and for 7CB~solid squares,
Ref. @3#!, respectively.
4-3
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values ofDTNI(rs) andDH(rs) both decrease with increas
ing rs . The experimental values of the temperature s
DTNI(rs) in Fig. 1 for 7CB and 8CB1hydrophilic Rs
;3.5 nm aerosil particles were obtained by direct hig
resolution calorimetric@2,3# and dielectric spectroscopy@7#
measurements, in the aerosil density range 0.02<rs
<0.45 g/cm3 for 7CB and 8CB1hydrophilic aerosil sys-
tems. In the low-rs(,0.1 g/cm3) regime the calculated val
ues ofDTNI(rs) show a good agreement between theory a
experiment. With increasingrs , the calculated values o
DTNI(rs) show a faster shift to lower temperature than t
one observed from calorimetric and dielectric spectrosc
studies. In this regime, the decrease of transition tempera
shift, obtained experimentally, shows a complicated beha
as a function ofrs , whereas the calculated values result
linear slope in the transition temperature shift. The values
the temperature shift in the aerosil density range 0.05<rs
<0.4 g/cm3, for 7CB1phobic aerosil system, give a fast
shift of DTNI(rs) to lower temperatures than calculated v
ues. The results of our model forDH(rs) are based on a
physically reasonable description of aerosil perturbation
the NI phase transition, and show good agreement with
data obtained from calorimetric measurements@2,3# for the
above-mentioned systems. It should be pointed out that
first two above-mentioned theories~PBL and RF! yield too
slow a variation of the latent heatDH(rs), whereas the third
theory ~SIO!, involving a number of adjustable paramete
gives an expression which predicts a weaker densityrs de-
crease, but a possible mechanism, responsible for s
choice of these parameters, is still not clear.

In the framework of the elastic-strain approach, whi
describes the local distortion of the director fieldn(r ), re-
sulting in an elastic strain, the NI transition temperature s
is given by@2,20#

DTNI~rs!5TNI~rs!2TNI~0!52
1

2

K

a0
S 2p

R D 2

, ~11!

where R is the effective radius of curvature of the elas
strain. TakingR equal to the mean aerosil void sizeR5 l 0
52/(aSrs) yields a fast decrease ofDTNI(rs). Here l 0
52/(aSrs) is the mean LC length scale@2# and aS is the
specific silica area fixed to the value;300 m2/g, for De
Gussa type 300 Aerosil@8#. A possible extension of Eq.~11!
which yields a slower transition temperature shift can
achieved by varying the mean void sizeR5nl0 @3#, wheren
is an integer number. Obviously, by varying a parabola
efficient A5 1

2 (K/a0)(p2/n2)as
2 , ~here only one changeabl

parametern) one can yield a reasonable agreement of ca
latedDTNI(rs)52Ars

2 with the results obtained experimen
ni

ke
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tally, but only in very narrowrs region. However, a possible
mechanism responsible for obtaining such a void distribut
is still not clear@3#.

The influence of the aerosil densityrs both on the NI
transition temperature shiftDTNI(rs) and on the transition
enthalpy jumpDH(rs), in the framework of the presen
theory, has originated from accounting for the elastic def
mation of the host LC phase due to the aerosil particles
mersed in the LC phase, which, in our case,
;a2FQNI

2 (rs) ~case of rigid anchoring!. So, the NI transi-
tion temperature shift is determined to be equal to

DTNI~rs!52AK

a0

1

Rs
2rLC

rs , ~12!

where coefficientA, according to Eqs.~4! and~6!, has been
fixed at the value;6.1. In order to apply Eq.~12! to our
calculation, we use theK;5.2 pN ~in the vicinity of NI
phase transition temperature@13#!, a05183104 J/Km3 ~for
8CB molecules! and 153104 J/Km3 ~for 7CB molecules!,
Rs;3.5 nm, andrLC;1 g/cm3. Calculation of the tempera
ture shift givesDTNI(rs);20.72 K ~for 8CB1hydrophilic
aerosil! and ;20.86 K ~for 7CB1hydrophilic aerosil! at
rs;0.05 g/cm3, whereas the experimental value
of the temperature shift from calorimetric measureme
are ;20.95 K ~for 8CB1hydrophilic aerosil @2#! and
;21.1 K ~for 7CB1hydrophilic aerosil@3#!. Note that the
experimental value ofDTNI(rs), obtained from dielectric
spectroscopy measurements, is;21.2 K @7# for 7CB
1hydrophilic aerosil system atrs;0.05 g/cm3.

It should also be noted here that in the case of we
anchoring of molecules on the particle surfaces, whena i
5a1, the transition temperature shiftDTNI(rs)5
2e(W2/Ka0rLC)rs, wheree, according to Eqs.~4! and~6!,
has been fixed to the value;0.0477. Taking into account th
above values forK and a0, andW;1025 J/m2, the down-
ward shift DTNI(rs) remains practically zero for 8CB; thi
confirms a true choice~‘‘strong’’ anchoring! of the boundary
conditions at the silica particle surface.

Of course, the linear slope in the transition temperat
shift ;2TNI(0)ā irs means that the particles are regarded
noninteracting, and the present approach is valid only
dilute ~F!1! aerosil network. With an increase of the aero
densityrs , the small silica particles can aggregate into mu
bigger objects, producing a rich behavior due to topologic
driven enhancement of dynamic elastic properties, which
not considered in our approach.
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port from the Research Council of the K. U. Leuven.
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